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Prerequisites

• training slide set 4 [Intro to multi-factor (alpha, beta) models]



Tasks covered
• Given a portfolio, visually check the stability of the betas and the constant of a multi 

variable regression ("factor model") using time series plots.


• The constant of the regression is related to, but not exactly, "alpha" of an asset (see 
slide set 4 for details).


• Hence, this also lets you get an idea of the the historical stability of the alpha of an 
asset.


• However, we always want users of the app to realize that alpha in this simple factor 
model regression context is not one thing.  It depends on what other factors you check 
an asset against.  What you think is alpha may be "beta" to some other sub-sector that 
you haven't thought of checking against yet.  (See slide set 4 for more examples).


• This visual plot check is done on historical data using a rolling window method.


• We cannot yet say if historically stable betas suggest that they will also be stable in the 
future using this tool.



Set up a portfolio with the asset to study and  
reference assets of interest

go to Monte Carlo tab and 
set these to zero to study 

the most recent time period

press Done, 
then Download

alpha & beta 
regressions 

will be computed 
over this many 
trading days, 
at each step 

of the Validation 
(see next 

page: window 
size = 500)

Asset to study

Reference assets



Go to Validate tab, type in whatever number days to withhold you want. 
"alpha" & beta will be computed this many times with a rolling window of 500 trading days.

beta equations 
are displayed 

forward in time

type the symbol of 
interest to sift by it

before you filter,  
you get all equations 

for all symbols

tap here to get the plots

forward in time --->



the most recent (last in list) Validate equation  
should correspond to the values reported 

in the Multiple Regression tab  
if you have set days fwd and days withheld to 0 

as suggested

for the last day 
in the validation  

these values should 
be an exact match, not 

approximated



last "constant" plot point 
should correspond 
to the Annualized 
Constant reported 

in MultipleRegression tab 
if you have set days fwd and days withheld to 0 

as suggested

the constant of the regression is 
annualized, because it is a daily return 

constant which is quite small 
in absolute value and difficult to  

understand intuitively
we used 252 trading days to annualize 

to get this plot feature out quickly, so the crypto kids will 
have to do the math to convert to a 365* 

day annualization until we get a chance to do 365... 
get out your HP15C

* remember in this app 
if you mix crypto &  
ordinary assets in the same folio, 
it selects 
the intersection of trading days  
= about 252 / year 



MSFT beta-to-VGT seems  
to be drifting slightly lower over time

MSFT beta-to-SPY seems  
to be drifting slightly higher over time

we cannot necessarily make the conclusion 
that these trends will continue into the future 

based on this info alone

const is behaving more or less random 

but we don't have formal checks for this yet in the app 

Pro Tip:  you may SelectAll for the raw 
equations, and export them to a time series 
analysis tool to do more checks on this data



const & beta  
units

• each beta is a slope of a line in the case of single beta...a ratio of returns


• and ONE slope of a single dimension of a (hyper)plane in the case of 2 or more betas   


• e.g. MSFT beta to VGT is approximately:   (daily return of MSFT) / (daily return of VGT)


• return/return = unitless --> the betas are unitless ratios 

• on the contrary, the const(ant) of the regression is a constant offset in the MSFT direction (in this 
example) and hence has units of "daily return," since this app always works with daily returns

VGT 
daily rtns

MSFT 
daily rtns regression line

beta is the slope of this regression line
const of 

regression 
is in units 

of daily rtns

the const in daily return units is typically tiny,  
so we annualize it for easier understanding

{
this is not yet "alpha" because we 

haven't yet accounted for the risk-free rate



this regression (and hence, constant of regression)  
was computed without respect to the  

annual risk-free interest rate, 
and so this constant is not "alpha" per-se, but 

it is related to alpha 

the constant drifts as we roll the 500 day 
regression window over 100 days

this represents a 
portion of the annualized  

return of MSFT 
that cannot be explained by  

SPY & VGT correlations

100 trading day  
Validate period

we may be able to attribute some of this 
excess return to OTHER sub-sectors  

of the market, however...



Additional hints & reminders
• Beta, the regression constant, and "alpha" will depend on the 

size of the window of points you use to compute them.


• Similarly, stability of these values over time will also depend on 
the size of the window of points you use to compute them.

Reminder again: 
beta window size is set here

...and this value is "trading days"  
not calendar days


